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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A high pressure ridge will persist over the eastern United States and interact with lower pressures to the south. Furthermore, 
an upper level disturbance over south Texas is forecast to drift southward today and tomorrow and provide a risk for 
thunderstorms across the northern Gulf of Mexico both days. The upper level disturbance may disrupt winds across the 
western Lease Areas today while strong SE’ly winds continue to the east. This trend may continue tomorrow as well but 
onshore winds look to return for the western locations. Eastern Lease Areas are forecast to experience sea heights between 8 
to 11 feet both days while seas remain lower offshore Texas. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The high pressure ridge is forecast to settle over the Deep South this weekend and allow for thunderstorm chances to 
significantly decrease. The overall wind field should also weaken around moderate levels across the western Lease Areas and 
gentle levels to the east. Expect seas to subside throughout the new week as well. Ultimately, seas between 3 to 5 feet are 
forecast by early week with lower seas further east closer to the high and weaker wind field.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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